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Meath Folk Tales 2013-12-02
meath the royal county has a rich heritage of myths and legends which is uniquely captured
in this collection of traditional tales from across the county here you will find tales of the first
occupation of ireland and the exploits of st patrick and colmcille along with stories of witches
hags ghosts and fairies as well as the legends of the hill of tara the ancient political capital
and enduring spiritual heartland of ireland in a vivid journey through meath s varied
landscape local storyteller richard marsh takes the reader to places where legend and
landscape are inseparably linked

Tales of Meath 2023-03-15
folk tales from county meath illustrated by deaglán mac giolla cearra in the late 1930s the
irish folklore commission initiated a project to collect the folklore of the nation schoolchildren
were recruited to assist in the task of recording local stories legends and beliefs the result
was the bailiúchan na scol or the schools collection compiled from over two million
handwritten pages the stories illustrated herein are adaptations of only a few of these stories
some will be familiar others not so much but they all remind us of the rich heritage of irish
storytelling



The Anthology of Irish Folk Tales 2020-03-19
this enchanting collection of stories gathers together legends from across ireland in one
special volume drawn from the history press popular folk tales series herein lies a treasure
trove of tales from a wealth of talented storytellers from fairies giants and vampires to
changelings and witches this book celebrates the distinct character of ireland s different
customs beliefs and dialects and is a treat for all who enjoy a well told story

Type and Motif-Index of the Folktales of England and
North America 2012-01-19
the questions surrounding how the irish economy was brought to the brink who was to blame
and who should pay for these mistakes have been rightly debated at length but beyond this
very legitimate exercise there are deeper questions that need to be answered these
questions relate to why we made the decisions we did not just in the last 10 years but over
the last 80 how did certain industries become prominent at the expense of others banking as
opposed to fisheries international markets as opposed to indigenous industry and job
creation are our problems structural in nature and most importantly what do we need to
know to make sure that this crisis does not happen again these are the questions set by this



book it will look at the development of the irish economy over the past eight decades and will
argue that the 2008 financial crisis up to and including the imf bailout of 2010 and the
subsequent change of government cannot be explained simply by the moral failings of those
in banking or property development alone the problems are deeper more intricate and more
dangerous if we remain unaware of them but also potentially avoidable in the future if we
break the cycle

Humorous Folktales of Ireland 1989
dublin march 1874 charles stewart parnell only twenty six years old speaks in public for the
first time as a candidate for ireland s home rule party hesitant and nervous he stumbles
through his speech to the sound of booing and leaves the platform humiliated he vows that in
future he will find his voice and make it heard within three years of this speech parnell made
the house of commons unworkable within six years he had destroyed the landlords in ireland
and within a decade he controlled the house of commons and put english prime ministers in
and out of government at will parnell a novel charts the life of this most enigmatic and
remarkable of men as seen through the eyes of his loyal secretary james harrison from the
houses of parliament to the blighted villages of the west of ireland from the courtrooms of
the royal courts of justice to the cells of kilmainham gaol this is the story of how the
character of one man could alter the fate of two nations



Sins of the Father 2011-06-01
initial remote sensing survey at tlachtga co meath in 2011 12 highlighted the presence of
multiple partially overlapping phases of enclosure at the site three subsequent seasons of
excavation provided critical interpretive evidence with over 15 000 fragments of animal bone
human remains charred plant material evidence of metalworking and a hoard of anglo saxon
silver coins dating to the late 10th century ad the main activity at the site spans four broad
periods and two main phases of monumental construction a late bronze age to early iron age
hillfort phase 1100 400 bc and a late iron age to early medieval ad 400 600 ringfort phase
associated with a smaller foundation enclosure the southern enclosure this ringfort phase
was remodeled later in the early medieval period 9th 10th century ad and augmented by a
phase of mound construction in the mid 10th century ad this is contemporary with the
deposition of the coin hoard east of the main complex in an apparent craft working area the
final phase of the central mound indicates the construction of a timber stockade most likely
in the 12th century again with significant craft activity this volume represents the excavation
of at least four loci within the broader monumental landscape of tlachtga charting its
progression from bronze age hillfort to pre anglo norman power display mound the
excavations at the hill of ward and this publication were made possible through funding by
the national monuments service via the royal irish academy archaeological research
excavation grants and by meath county council with additional support by the office of public



works and the heritage council

Parnell: A Novel 2013-08-01
the little book of derry is a compendium of fascinating obscure strange and entertaining facts
about county derry here you will find out about derry s history and archaeology its arts and
culture its proud sporting heritage and its famous and occasionally infamous men and women
through quaint villages and bustling towns this book takes the reader on a journey through
county derry and its vibrant past a reliable reference book and a quirky guide this can be
dipped into time and time again to reveal something new about the people the heritage and
the secrets of this fascinating county

Excavations at Tlachtga, Hill of Ward, Co. Meath,
Ireland 2024-04-30
most vols for 1890 contain list of members of the folk lore society



The Little Book of Derry 2015-09-07
grossbritannien irland siedlung archäozoologie glockenbecher newgrange

Folklore 1904
covers tales that are the foundations of the world s traditions literature and popular culture
and are fundamental to daily life

English Fairy Tales Collected by Joseph Jacobs ... 1892
tara is the heartland of ireland s celtic past it is the site of st patrick s confrontation with the
druids and seat of the high kings legend and history meet in tara the stone of destiny which
cries out only when touched by a true king still sits at its summit centuries after tara had
been abandoned by irish rulers it was chosen as the rallying point for the united irishmen of
the 1798 rebellion daniel o connell the liberator relied on its power in the 19th century to
draw a record attendance to a home rule meeting today over 30 000 people visit tara each
year



A Bibliography of Irish Ethnology and Folk Tradition
1978
includes also minutes of the proceedings and report of the president and council for the year
beginning 1965 66 called annual report

The Animal Remains from the Beaker Settlement at
Newgrange, Co. Meath 1986
drawing extensively on literary sources from medieval times to the present this survey not
only explains what people have believed and why but when superstitions arose which parts of
the country adopted them how they evolved and what people today believe originally
published 2003

The Devil in Dog Form 1959
w b yeats and the tribes of danu is a study of the irish fairy faith in its ancient and traditional
forms and of yeats s response to that faith
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Oral Folk-tales of Wessex 1973

Publications 1911
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The Greenwood Library of World Folktales: Europe
2008
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Papers of the Manchester Literary Club 1890
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